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Abstract. Ridge distance is one important attribute of the fingerprint image and
it also is one important parameter in the fingerprint enhancement. It is important
for improving the AFIS's performance to estimate the ridge distance correctly.
The paper discusses the representative fingerprint ridge distance estimation algorithms and the performance of these algorithms. The most common fingerprint ridge distance estimation algorithm is based on block-level and estimates
the ridge distance by calculating the number of cycle pattern in the block fingerprint image. The traditional Fourier transform spectral analysis method has
been also applied to estimate the fingerprint ridge distance. The next kind of
method is based on the statistical window. Another novel fingerprint ridge distance estimation method is based on the region-level which regards the region
with the consistent orientation as the statistical region. One new method obtains
the fingerprint ridge distance from the continuous Fourier spectrum. After discussing the dominant algorithm thought, the paper analyzes the performance of
each algorithm.

1 Introduction
The fingerprint images vary in quality. It is important to enhance effectively the
fingerprint image with low quality for improving the performance of the automatic
fingerprint identification system [1,2,3]. As one key attribute of the fingerprint image,
most fingerprint enhancement algorithms regard the ridge distance as one essential
parameter for enhancing the fingerprint image effectively. It is important to estimate
the accurate ridge distance for improving the performance of the AFIS. In recent
years, fingerprint ridge estimation method is the research focus and many methods for
estimating the ridge distance have been brought forward in the correlative literatures.
D. C. Douglas Hung estimated the average distances of the all ridges on the whole
fingerprint image [4]. Mario and Maltoni did mathematical characterization of the
local frequency of sinusoidal signals and developed a 2-Dmodel of the ridge pattern in
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order to obtain the ridge density [5]. Lin and Dubes attempted to count ridge number
in one fingerprint image automatically and assumed the ridge distance is a constant
value on the whole fingerprint image [6]. L. Hong et al proposed the direction window method to estimate the ridge frequency [3]. O'Gorman and Nickerson acquired
the ridge distance using the statistics mean value and used the ridge distance as a key
parameter in the design of filters [7]. Z. M. Kovace-Vajna et al brought out two kinds
of ridge distance estimation methods: the geometry approach and the spectral analysis
approach, which are both based on the block fingerprint image to estimate the ridge
distance [8]. Y. Chen et al proposed two kinds of methods to estimate the ridge distance: the spectral analysis approach and the statistical window approach [9]. In addition, Y.L. Yin et al proposed the ridge distance estimation method based on regional
level. The method divides the fingerprint image into several regions according to the
consistency of the orientation information on the whole fingerprint image and calculates the ridge distance to every region respectively [10].
The paper chooses four representative fingerprint ridge estimation methods to analyze. After introducing the dominant realization steps, the paper analyzes the performance of the four methods mainly.

2 The Primary Fingerprint Ridge Distance Algorithms
Up to now, we can sum up the fingerprint ridge distance estimation algorithms into
the following four primary kinds: (1) the statistical window method; (2) the regionlevel method; (3) the discrete Fourier spectral method and (4) the continuous spectrum analysis method.
2.1 Method for Fingerprint Ridge Distance Estimation Based on Statistical
Window
The method defined the statistical window and the base line firstly. After dividing the
fingerprint image into block image with the size of 32× 32 , the method estimated the
ridge distance of each block image by detecting the distributing of the gray histogram.
The definitions of the statistical window and the base line are showed as the following
Fig.1 and the key steps of the method can be described as:
Base line

Statistical window

Fig. 1. Definitions of the statistical window and base line of different fingerprint image region
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Step 1: Calculate the fingerprint image orientation field based on block-level.
Here, we can adopt the ridge orientation estimation method put forward by L. Hong et
al. or other method.
Step 2: Translate the gray fingerprint image into the binary fingerprint image
adopting the local self-adapt segmentation method.
Step 3: Define the base line and the statistical window of each block image according to the Fig.1. And then obtain the ridge distributing histogram in each block
image.
Step 4: Detect and memorize the locality of all local peak value in the ridge distributing histogram. Obviously, every local peak value is corresponding to one ridge
and the distance between the two adjacent points with peak value is the ridge distance
between the two adjacent fingerprint ridges in the block image.
Step 5: Calculate the dependability degree of the ridge distance values in all fingerprint image region and adjust ridge distance value with low dependability degree.
2.2 Method for Fingerprint Ridge Distance Estimation Based on Region Level

The selecting of the window size is the key issue in the method in the statistical window method. It is the precondition for selecting the right window size to confirm the
ridge distance. In theory, it is impossible. Consequently, Y. Long et al. put forward
the method for estimating the fingerprint ridge distance based on the region level.
Based on the orientation field of block image, the method clustered the region with
the close ridge orientation as one region by the region increasing method. Obviously,
one fingerprint image can be segmented into several regions with the close ridge orientation. The following Fig.2 showed the segmentation results:

Fig. 2. Segmentation results of the directional images about three typical fingerprints

After segmenting the directional image into several regions, the method regarded
every region with the same ridge orientation as one unit to estimate the ridge distance.
The method can be described as the following steps.
Step 1: Calculate the area of each region. In the method, the region area can be
defined as the number of the image blocks of the corresponding region. Go to step 2 if
the number is more than or equal with the threshold value Rmin (Rmin=8 in the paper).
Step 2: Define the statistical window and the base line of each region. Here, the
statistical window and the base line is same with the definitions in 2.1.
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Step 3: Translate the gray fingerprint image into the binary fingerprint image
adopting the local self-adapt segmentation method.
Step 4: Calculate and memorize the distance between the ridge pixel in the region
and the base line. Obtain the ridge distributing histogram on the reference frame by
defining the distance to the base line and the number of the ridge pixel in the same
distance as the x-axle and y-axle respectively.
Step 5: Estimate the ridge distance in one region by obtaining the peak values of
the corresponding histogram.
Step 6: The ridge distance of one region with the area smaller than Rmin can be defined the average value of the ridge distances in the circumjacent regions.
2.3 Fingerprint Ridge Distance Estimation Based on the Discrete Fourier
Spectrum

Spectral analysis method that transforms the representation of fingerprint images from
spatial field to frequency field is a typical method of signal processing in frequency
field. It is a traditional method for ridge distance estimation in fingerprint images.
Generally, if g ( x, y ) is the gray-scale value of the pixel (x,y) in an N × N image, the
DFT of the g ( x, y) is defined as follows:

G (u , v ) =

1
N2

N

N

i =1

j =1

∑ ∑ g ( x, y )e

2 π j / N < ( x , y )( u , v ) >

(1)

Where j is the imaginary unit, u , v ∈ {1, L N } and < (x, y)(u, v) >= xu+ yv is the
vector pot product. In theory, the module | G(u ,v ) | of G(u, v) describes the cycle character of signal. We can acquire the dominant cycle of the signal in one region by calculating the values of | G(u ,v ) | of each pixel in the region, which can be defined the ridge
frequency in the fingerprint ridge distance estimation. For obtaining the right ridge
distance value, Y. Chen et al. define the radial distribute function in [10] as follows:
1
(2)
Q (r ) =
|G
|
#Cr

∑

( u , v )∈ C

( u ,v )

r

Where C r is the set of the whole pixels that satisfy the function u 2 + v 2 = r ,
# C r is the number of the element of the set C r . Then define the Q ( r ) as the distribution intensity of the signal with the cycle N / r in the N × N image. The value of r
corresponding to the peak of Q (r ) can be defined as the cycle number of the dominant signal in the N × N image. Search for the value of r0 that enables the value of
Q ( r 0 ) is the local maximum. At this moment, the ridge distance of the block image
can be estimated with d = N / r0 . The dominant steps of the method can be described as
the following:
Step 1: Divide the fingerprint image into non-overlap block image with the N×N
size (N is 32 generally).
Step 2: Calculate | G( u,v ) | of each pixel ( x, y ) ( x, y ∈ {0, L ,31} ) in one block image by adopting the 2-D fast Fourier transform.
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Step 3: Calculate the value of Q(r ) ( 0 ≤ r ≤ N − 1 ).
Step 4: Search the appropriate r ' which make each r ( 0 ≤ rmin ≤ r ≤ rmax ≤ N − 1 and
r ≠ r ' ) having Q (r ' ) ≥ Q (r ) .
Step 5: Cannot estimate the ridge distance of one block image if the following two
conditions cannot be satisfied: Q ( r ' ) > Q ( r − 1 ) and Q ( r ' ) > Q ( r + 1 ) . Here, we think
''

that Q ( r ' ) is not the local peak value. Otherwise, search the appropriate r that
makes each r ( 0 ≤ rmin ≤ r ≤ rmax ≤ N − 1 , r ≠ r ' and r ≠ r '' ) having Q ( r '' ) ≥ Q ( r ) .
Step 6: Calculate the dependability degree according to the following formula:
α
Q (r ' )

min{ Q ( r ' ) − Q ( r '' ), Q ( r ' ) − Q ( r ' − 1 ), Q ( r ' ) − Q ( r ' + 1 )}

(3)

Estimate the ridge distance of one block image with the formula d = N / r ' when
the dependability degree is larger than 0.4. Otherwise, the ridge distance of one block image
can’ t be estimated.
2.4 Ridge Distance Estimation Method Based on the Continues Spectrum

The precision does not meet the requirement if we carry through the discrete Fourier
transform. At the same time, the speed can’t meet the requirement of the real time
disposal if we make the continuous Fourier transform. So, the method adopts the 2-D
sampling theorem to transform the 2-D discrete Fourier spectrum into 2-D continuous
Fourier spectrum and estimates the ridge distance based on the continuous spectrum.
Suppose the Fourier transform function F ( s 1 , s 2 ) about the function f (x1, x2) of
L2 (R2) is tight-supported set (namely that the function F is equal to zero except the
boundary region D and the boundary region D can be defined as the rectangle region
{( s1 , s2 ) | s1 | ≤ Ω and | s2 |≤ Ω} in the paper. Here, we firstly assume Ω = π in order to
simplify the function. Then the Fourier transform function about the function f(x1, x2 )
can be denoted as follows:

∑∑

F (s1 , s 2 ) =

n1

C

n1 ,n2

e

− jn 1 s 1 − jn 2 s 2

(4)

n2

Here, the C n ,n is defined as follows:
1
2
C n1 , n 2 =

+∞

1
( 2π )

2

∫ ∫

+∞

−∞ −∞

ds 1 ds 2 e jn 1 s1 + jn 2 s 2 F ( s1 , s 2 ) =

1
f ( n1 , n 2 )
2π

(5)

Then, we can acquire the following function as:
f ( x1 , x 2 ) =

∑∑C
n1

n2

n1 , n 2

sin π ( x1 − n1 ) sin π ( x 2 − n 2 )
π ( x 1 − n1 )
π ( x 2 − n2 )

(6)

In this way, the discrete signal C n1 , n2 can be recovered for the continuous signal
f(x 1 , x 2 ) through the sampling theorem. Then, the discrete frequency spectrum of
each block fingerprint image can be recovered for the continuous frequency spectrum.
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the local extremum
Value: 11.03

N/12

4.71

N/4

Fig. 3. The cutaway view of the continuous spectrum in the normal orientation

We can try to obtain accurately the local extreme value (that is the “light spot” position we care about) in random small step in the continuous frequency spectrum. Thus
we can calculate the ridge distance accurately. But it is a long period course that we
search the continuous spectrum image that is recovered from one N × N point matrix
in a small step for the local peak value. Thus we need to search the continuous spectrum purposefully.
Suppose that the ridge orientation is θ and then the normal orientation of the ridge
is θ +π / 2. We can obtain the position of the local extreme point in the continuous spectrum if we search the region, which is confirmed by the radius: N/12-N/4 and the
direction: θ +π / 2, in the step length as 0.01. As Fig.3 shows, the local extreme points
are 11.03, the corresponding radius is 4.71, and the ridge distance of the image is
32/4.71=6.79.
Step 1: Divide the fingerprint image into non-overlap block with the size N × N , the
N is equal to 32 generally.
Step 2: To each block fingerprint image g(i, j) , carry on two-dimension fast Fourier
transform and get the corresponding discrete spectrum G(u, v) .
Step 3: To each discrete spectrum G (u, v ) , apply the sampling theorem to get the continuous spectral function G(x,y).
Step 4: Adopt Rao method to obtain the ridge orientation θ .
Step 5: Search the region confirmed by the radius N/12-N/4 and the direction θ +π / 2
in a small step length L for finding the radius r corresponding the local extreme point.
Generally, the value of L is 0.01.
Step 6: If don’t find the local extreme point then think that the ridge distance of the
fingerprint image region can’t be obtained. Else estimate the fingerprint image ridge
distance from d =N/r.

4 Performance Analysis and Conclusion
To evaluate the performance of the methods, we use 30 typical images (10 good quality, 10 fair quality, 10 poor quality) selected from NJU fingerprint database (1200 livescan images; 10 per individual) to estimate ridge distance with the four ridge distance
estimation methods respectively. In order to describe the performance in the same
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criterions, the paper chooses the following three criterions DER, EA and TC. Here,
DER indicates the robustness of a method for ridge distance estimation in fingerprint
images, EA is the degree of deviation between the estimation result and the actual
value of the ridge distance and TC is the time needed for handing a fingerprint image.
A high DER value means that the method is flexible and insensitive to a variety of
image quality and ridge directions. A high EA value indicates that the estimation result
is close to the actual value of the ridge distance. A lower TC value means that the
method is faster. The following table 1 is the performance of the four methods.
From the Table 1, we can obtain the following conclusion. (1) The statistical
method has the middle DER value, the EA value and the TC value. For the method,
the sixty-four dollar question is that the method cannot estimate the ridge distance in a
good deal of region. It doesn’t perform well in these regions where there is acute
variation of ridge directions. But, the obvious advantage of the statistical window
method is that it is simple and can estimate the right ridge distance in good quality
image region. (2) The region-level method has the highest DER value with the lowest
EA and TC values. The method divides the fingerprint image into several regions and
the ridge distance of each region can be estimated generally. But, the ridge distance is
not accurate in most block images because there is only one ridge distance value in
one big region and the ridge distance is diverse in the same region. (3) The discrete
spectrum method has the lowest DER value with the middle TC value and EA value.
For this method, the biggest problem is how to determine e r' accurately and reliably.
If we can acquire the value of r' accurately and reliably, the performance will improve
significantly. (4) The continuous spectrum has the highest EA value and TC value
with the middle DER value. The method can obtain the ridge distance of most regions
in a fingerprint image except the pattern region and the strong-disturbed region because the sub-peak is not obvious in these regions. In addition, the processing time of
our method is more that the other two methods because our method is based on the
two-dimension continuous spectrum. It shows that the method has higher performance
except the processing time.
In order to illustrate the performance of the four methods farther, the paper chooses
10 representative fingerprint images (5 fingerprint images with good quality, 3 fingerprint images with fair quality and 2 fingerprint images with low quality) to test the effect on the minutiae exactness method. Firstly, we extract the right minutia artificially
and consider the minutia set as the standard minutia set. Then, we extract the minutiae
with the same processing methods except the ridge estimation method. Here, we define
TMN, RMN, LMN, EMN and Rate as the total minutiae number, the lost minutiae
number, the right minutiae number, the error minutiae number and the accurate rate
respectively. Here, we define the accurate rate as the ratio between the RMN and the
sum of the TMN and the LMN. The test results is showed as the following Table.2:
Table 1. The three performance indexes of the four methods

Method
Statistical window method
Region-level method
Discrete spectrum method
Continuous spectrum method

DER (%)
63.8
100
44.7
94.6

EA (%)
93
68
84
95

TC (second)
0.31
0.28
0.42
0.63
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Table 2. The minutiae exactness results of the four methods

Method
Statistical window method
Region-level method
Discrete spectrum method
Continuous spectrum method

TMN
484
512
501
487

LMN
32
26
24
15

RMN
448
440
445
459

EMN
36
72
56
28

Rate (%)
86.8
81.8
84.8
91.4

From Table 2 we can find that the continuous spectrum method has the highest performance with the lowest LMN EMN values and the highest RMN and Rate values.
For region-level method, the processing result is affected by the fingerprint image
quality. The method can’t process well for these fingerprint images with low quality.
Generally, the statistical window method can process well except some strive noised
fingerprint images.
For the fingerprint ridge estimation, we should combine the availability of the
methods based on spatial field and frequency field. Continuous spectrum analysis
method has its merits and has the highest performance. But, the key issues are that the
time consuming is very high and we should search better method for transforming the
spatial fingerprint image into two-dimension continuous frequency spectrum and
making certain the more appropriate step length in order to find the two sub-peak
points faster and accurately.
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